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Aims of thiý ProKrain

The Vt7c*)rk peifori.,!(d ilmrizig thsý paR:--`,er has rdrgnea shif:ti. of interest

and oempha;ii6, !,r-a - xiou niainily ,- ri.-h fl~uid dynaxnicetl procespkers

In stars aria wi. 1 rLntk:ýng use, of Uh,: kr'ox).fd~go gainpd from our pr,,-vic(,us studies

in abstract tbeorifes of turbu~inet-. Trhese prohiemý, of' astrophysical. fluid

dynamics are of direct import:ancý tz the- undýýrstanding of ste.Llar evaluation,

and to the iT ry*lonof moCi!mxn os'atn of the solar aurface.,

Personnel

The fu r~gptrsons hay?ý rec,-i.v,?d. at !cast; partial supporb during

the past yeýar.

Dr R.IL Kiraichnaii

Mr. S- Xagarajan

i M., ý Sesterci

Dc, E.A:, Spbiýge-..

Mr. 1Nag'rajan's is exp,ýtd. to Uý9,0 to a Phý,3)O -Ln physir's and is the

last' thread to b i-. eak-*n up in 4tli 7,3opLet-An of th- orJgina-L worki be-gun

-ander the ;co of th3? pnise~ni- contiret, -)r-, K~ha~ official

contact with th6 pros -ct t, xminae:ciP at tho crdC aei t fir- t quart.3r,

In additi~n to thidse,, )r. D.W Moore of the PA rt n oMahmic

of Bristol University acted as consultant for one wseek during a visi.,t to this

country. He has continued in his colUboration wit~h us on thre problem of'

the solar oscillat ionE,

Stellar Convection n(ý2r~y

One of the e~ss.,,aial problems of the t1heory of ste1JlAr evaluation is, to

provide a method ferr estimating the o'ffi ciency of convective heat transfer

in stars.



At present, the method in use iF; -The classical mixing-length theory which

has a number of limitations, We have suggested a refined versionof theory.(,)

and this hopefully will improve the situation. The suggested improvement is

now being applied to stellar evolution problems by Dr. AGoW° Cameron of the

Institute for Space Studies (NASA) and his students.

However, it is clear thet an even deeper change in the prevalent convection

theory is needed and we have been pursuing the development of such a new theory.

The new line of approach is based on the formulation of convection theory

outlined in reference(2). in this particular reference we showed that the

Malkus theory which had provided some hope will not be suitable after all.

In doing so, this work pointed the way to the approach based on a normal

mode expansion and a suitable treatment, of the nonlinear coupling terms.

The work is still under way but its initial results seem to provide support

for the newly devised mixing-length theory of reference (1).

Ionvective Instability in Stellar Atmospheres

Whatever theory of stellar convection is employed it is necessary to have

a complete and accurate solution of the linearized equations of motion. The

solution of these equations is tantamount to a determination of the convective

instability of the star. This problem has been an adjunct to our stellar

convection program for some time and we have been carefully studying the

convective instability of a polytropic atmosphere, The problem has now been

treated from four different points of view, the last being numerical solution

on the IBM 7090 of the Institute for Space Studies. The tasks of making the

results available in a series of about three papers has just been undertaken,
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Generation and Propagation of Waves in the Solar Atmosphere

The theory of generation of waves in a compressible atmosphere has been

worked out for the case of a fluctuating force. Such a force will result from

density variations in solar turbulence. The propagation of the waves is

especially interesting; there is a discrete band of frequencies which cannot

propagate. These nonpropagating frequencies provide an explanation of the

recently discovered solar oscillations.

This work has been written up and the manuscript is in the last state

of revision for publication.S) It is intended to submit this paper to the

Astrophysical Journal° The paper is also to be read at the forthcoming

meeting of the American Astronomical Society in Tucson.

Radiative Fluid DP;mLncs

Work has continued on the damping of sound waves by photon losses. The

theory devised during the past year has been under numerical evaluation. We

have determined the damping of a sound wave for varying radiative properties.

The extension of this work to the solar waves discussed in the former section

has been undertaken.

A related study is the effect of photon losses on the convective instability

in a polytrope. It has been possible to show that the existing literature on

the subject contairs some errors which have lead to a misinterpretation of

the observed data. The new results indicate that small scale motions may

exist in the solar atmosphere which have not been detected by the recent

balloon observations.
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Statistical Physics

Daring his last months at New York University Dr. Kralchnan continued

his study of the quantum mechanical many-body problem. Mr. Nagarajan has

studied the statistical mechanics of hydromagnetic turbulence. His aim has

been to apply Kraichnan's methods to the problem and to shed some light on

the knotty question of equipartition Lu hydromagnetic turbulence.

Papers Published and Prepared

1. "A Generalization of the Mixing-Zongth Theory of Turbulent Convection"

by E.A. Spiegel. To appear in the July issue of the Astrophysical

Journal.

2. "On the Malkus Theory of Turbulence" by EoAo Spiegel. Published

by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientique of France n
Mecanique de la Turbulence, 1962, P.181.

3. "The Generation and Propagation of Waves in a Compressible Atmosphere"

by D.W. Moore and E.A. Spiegel. To be submitted to the Astrophysical

Journal.

4. "Quantum Statistics and the Boltzmann Equation" by RoMo Iewis.

Journal of Mathematical Physics, Vol. J, P.1229, 1962.

5. "On Convective Growth-rates in a Polytropic Atmosphere" by E.A. Spiegel

and W. Unno. Publications of the Astronomical Society of J Vol. 14

P.28, 1962,



Other Activities

Once again Drso Kraichnan and aPielel paxticipated in the Summer School

of Geophysical Fluid Dynmics at the W•ods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

They presented zeminars there on some OX the work reported herein. Dr. Spiegel

gave invited lecture series on turbulenf convection at the International

Meteorological Institute (Stockhobim) Wn- the National Center for Atmospheric

Research (Boulder). Seminars on the Ge)_ncjLmzation of the Mixing-Zength

Theory" were presented at the Institute fot Advanced Studies (Princeton),

the Yale University ObservaLtory, and thf High Altitude Observatory (Boulder).

Seminars on the "'Generation and Propqajijn of Waves in a Ccmpressible

Atmosphere" were given at Yiarvard, Prjlnetonj, and Maryland Universities.


